Simpson refuses Goldman barter

By Linda Deutsch

The Associated Press

BAYONNE, N.J. — O.J. Simpson, rejected a challenge from Fred Goldman on Wednesday that would have allowed him to avoid millions of dollars in damages

"It's never been an admission of guilt. It's never been a confession which he signed a plea to Simpson's murder trials in Los Angeles," Woit said. "But he signed it as a sentence, as a punishment for what he had done."

"The way he is using the language, it's not a constitutional lawyer who is saying this," Woit said. "It's someone who has never argued a case before a jury, or in front of a judge."

Simpson's lawyer, Robert Shapiro, said the letter was not a confession, and that it had been signed by his client under duress.

"The letter was written under duress," Shapiro said. "O.J. is being asked to sign a confession to a crime he didn't commit."

"It's not a confession," Woit said. "It's a confession that he is a murderer."

"But it's a confession in the sense that he has admitted he is a murderer," Woit said. "He has admitted that he is guilty of murder."

"O.J. has admitted that he is guilty of murder," Woit said. "He has admitted that he killed people."

"O.J. has admitted that he killed people," Woit said. "He has admitted that he killed his ex-wife and her friend."
nurses' aides gain hands-on skills

By Lydia Libellau

People in the News

U2 announces tour plans in N.Y. (AP)

NEW YORK (AP) — Attention, knot shoppers: U2 now available in Jax and Needham. No, just put out their compact disc.

The band took over a New York loft in Manhattan Wednesday to introduce a U2 world tour plan, part of an announcement, Yeardie says, that could sell out the 9:30 Club once a week.

The "Fugue" tour opens April 21 at the 9:30 Club in Los Angeles.

Shirley MacLaine searches for John Lennon

"WARSAW, Poland (AP) — Shirley MacLaine is looking for a missing link who¿d apparently fall into her lap.

The actress, billed as looking for a "living link to the past," was here on Wednesday for the opening of her new film, "The Late Show," which she said is about a woman who travels to the present day through a time machine.

MacLaine said she believes she may be the first person to arrive in the present day through a time machine, and that this may be the first step toward a new era of human understanding.

"It was a very emotional experience," she said, "because it was a very emotional time in my life."

She also said she is "looking for God and the meaning of life and destiny."

"I was a nursing student, I was able to perform basic tasks and quickly learn from the live," she said, "but it was a very emotional experience, because I was looking for God and the meaning of life and destiny.

"I was a nursing student, I was able to perform basic tasks and quickly learn from the live," she said, "but it was a very emotional experience, because I was looking for God and the meaning of life and destiny."
Metro & Iowa

UI services offer job-hunting help

Fireworks will return to City Park

By Emily Shuck

The Iowa City-Coralville Gazette around Tuesday to return the nation’s 17th July fireworks display to City Park, after it was shut down due to security concerns due to COVID-19 last year.

"I think it’s really exciting to have the fireworks return to City Park," Shuck said.

"It’s been a long time coming," she added.

The fireworks display is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. on July 3, and will feature a variety of pyrotechnic displays, including aerial, ground, and mobile fireplaces.

The event will be free to attend, but visitors are encouraged to bring lawn chairs or blankets to sit on.

Parking will be available in the parking lot at City Park, and shuttles will be provided to shuttle guests to the event site.

The event will also feature live music, food vendors, and a craft fair.

For more information, visit www.iowacityfireworks.com or call 319-353-4141.

\n
**NOTE:** This event is weather-dependent and will be postponed if necessary.

---

**Read more at [The Daily Iowan](https://www.daily-iowan.com) or visit [Iowacityfireworks.com](https://www.iowacityfireworks.com).**
**My car, my town, my epiphany**

Sometimes I just gota write an existential piece. But this time it's about Iowa, the land of midwesterners and cornfields. I find myself sitting in my car, directly in front of the bar entrance, usually reserved for rock stars and pimps. A full pack of cigarettes and a bottle of whiskey sit on the console, waiting for someone to claim them.

Everyone melted together. The drums were so hard with a big bass people bobbing up and down in unison like the lights were part of the beat. I didn't concern myself with the sound, and with the way the music was playing, I couldn't even tell which drum it was. You don't concern yourself with the sound of the music when you're watching a man put his fist to his belly and shook his head.

I heard a voice say, 'was fun while it lasted.'

The party ended. A police officer got out of his car and, with a friendly laugh, told us, "It was an excellent party."

My epiphany was this:

Everyone has an existential drumming inside them, and sometimes, you can get the right nod from the man playing the triangle in the street. A police officer can't make you feel better about yourself, but if you're willing to listen, he might be able to help you.

**Consolidating student loans works**

Many UI students are in debt. Student loans can be overwhelming, but consolidating them can make your payments more manageable. For a borrower with a $75,000 debt, which is a typical amount for UI students, consolidating loans can save $1,000 per year. The savings come from the interest rates on subsidized loans, which are lower than on unsubsidized loans. If you consolidate, you can lock in a lower interest rate for the entire term of your loan.

**Problems with TV's new ratings game**

Many of the shows that have been canceled this season were well-written and well-acted, but they didn't have the audience that the networks wanted. The biggest problem so far has been finding the right audience for the new series. The networks have been experimenting with different rating systems, but it's difficult to predict which shows will be successful. The networks have been accused of canceling shows that don't have a large enough audience, but that's not always the case. Some shows have been canceled because they were not able to attract a large enough audience to keep the network from losing money.

**If you're looking at the ratings**

Many of the shows that have been canceled this season were well-written and well-acted, but they didn't have the audience that the networks wanted. The biggest problem so far has been finding the right audience for the new series. The networks have been experimenting with different rating systems, but it's difficult to predict which shows will be successful. The networks have been accused of canceling shows that don't have a large enough audience, but that's not always the case. Some shows have been canceled because they were not able to attract a large enough audience to keep the network from losing money.
Beer, yeast and the right way to use a condom

Q: My girlfriend and I have been wanting to try sex. We have been much each other for far too long and have even been tested for STIs because she is a nurse. We are going to use condoms for protection and I want to get drunk and just be lazy. Is there any chance you could answer the question as if you were reading it naturally?

A: Waiting for Capitius

A. Congratulations to you and your partner for transitioning and continuing to make decisions that keep you in the game. It’s not in any way to say that you shouldn’t do this. There is a potential issue, however, with the combination of alcohol and the use of a condom. Using water-based lubricants along with condoms can lead to the breakdown of the condom. Using oil-based lubricants will also cause the condom to tear. Consider using only oil-free lubricants and not allowing direct skin contact with the condom. 

B. When using a condom, make sure to put it on at the base of the penis, just before any thrusting. Once on, it should remain in place until just after ejaculation. It is important to use a condom to prevent the transmission of sexually transmitted infections (STIs), including HIV. 

C. Be sure to remove the condom carefully after ejaculation to prevent any fluid from escaping. 

D. Remember to use a consistent and reliable method of contraception such as condoms or other barrier methods consistent with the STIs you are at risk for.

E. Most importantly, be honest and communicate with your partner about your sexual health and history. 

Student HealthLog

Q: What is a vaginal yeast infection? How do you know if you have one and what can you do about it?

A: A vaginal yeast infection is caused by a fungus called Candida. The symptoms can include itching, burning, and a discharge that can be white, green, or yellow. The infection can be treated with over-the-counter or prescription medications. It is important to see a healthcare provider if you experience symptoms so that a accurate diagnosis can be made and the appropriate treatment can be recommended. 

B. It is important to follow the instructions for the medication you are prescribed to ensure the best possible outcome. 

C. Avoid using douches or perfumed products in the genital area as this can disrupt the balance of bacteria and increase the risk of infection. 

D. See a healthcare provider if you have questions or concerns about yeast infections, including how to prevent them or how to treat them.

Bacterial vaginosis is a common infection that can cause a thin, milky discharge that may have a fishy odor. It is caused by an overgrowth of certain bacteria in the vagina. There are different treatment options for bacterial vaginosis, and it is important to see a healthcare provider for an accurate diagnosis and appropriate treatment.

C. It is important to follow the instructions for the medication you are prescribed to ensure the best possible outcome.

D. Avoid using douches or perfumed products in the genital area as this can disrupt the balance of bacteria and increase the risk of infection.

E. See a healthcare provider if you have questions or concerns about bacterial vaginosis, including how to prevent it or how to treat it.

Bacterial vaginosis is a common infection that can cause a thin, milky discharge that may have a fishy odor. It is caused by an overgrowth of certain bacteria in the vagina. There are different treatment options for bacterial vaginosis, and it is important to see a healthcare provider for an accurate diagnosis and appropriate treatment.

C. It is important to follow the instructions for the medication you are prescribed to ensure the best possible outcome.

D. Avoid using douches or perfumed products in the genital area as this can disrupt the balance of bacteria and increase the risk of infection.

E. See a healthcare provider if you have questions or concerns about bacterial vaginosis, including how to prevent it or how to treat it.
Abortion pill may be in U.S. by year's end

By Randolph Schmid

The pill most still receive final approval from the Food and Drug Administration. The FDA declared its approval on Wednesday, but is awaiting more information.

Study: Car phones almost as risky as drunken driving

By Daniel Haney

"I think this is probably something we're not sure we're goin' to have in our car. When you're driving, you really have to keep your attention on the road," said the driver, whose name was not released. "If you see something up ahead, you go towards it because you have to make sure you don't hit it."

Higher coffee prices brew

By Hilary Chura

"We'll just deal with it."

The nation's top seller of regular coffee — Folgers — already has raised its prices 7 percent, and others are expected to follow.

White House commission urges tighter airport security

By Brian Michael Jenkins

"This has been a contentious issue. We'll just deal with it," said a White House official.

The Air Transport Association, the non-profit lines association that holds the White House Commission on Air Lines and airport authorities will implement a bag-matching system that makes the screening safer. He urged air security professionals to go forward with it.

"Nojesim contended that only full profiling, explosive-detecting machines would be able to detect explosives in luggage of any passenger who fits the profile.

Amanda Covarudia

SAN DIEGO — A leap could be on the horizon for those who choose to drive the roadsides, as the nation's top seller of regular coffee — Folgers — already has raised its prices 7 percent, and others are expected to follow.

The White House Commission, formed after the TWA crash in 1985, which killed 11 people, is keeping bombs off airplanes. "This is keeping bombs off airplanes," said Ted Lingle, an Air Force pilot who was in the cockpit.

"We just can't do without it," said a White House official. "We'll just deal with it."
Clinton OKs bureaus in Communist Cuba

By George Gerbii

WASHINGTON—In a move it and would face more interest in the shakeups of Communist Cuba, the White House late Wednesday for 10 new American bureaus in the island nation.

The Cuban Foreign Ministry said the new American bureaus would be set up in Havana, Managua, Havana, Monte Carlo, New York, Paris, London, Tokyo, and Sydney. They will be managed by the American State Department.

The bureaus will be set up in the next few weeks in Havana. They will be headed by American diplomats who have been posted to Cuba in the past.

The move is seen as a major step forward in the relations between the United States and Cuba.

A spokesperson for the American State Department said the move was a response to a request from the Cuban government.

The American State Department said it was expanding its presence in Cuba, which has been a source of conflict between the United States and Cuba for decades.

The move is expected to strengthen the relationship between the two countries and could lead to more cooperation in areas such as trade and security.

The new American bureaus will be responsible for managing American interests and affairs in Cuba.

The move is also seen as a positive step towards normalizing relations between the United States and Cuba.

The American State Department said it was looking forward to working with the Cuban government to further improve relations between the two countries.

The move is expected to be welcomed by many Americans who have been calling for the United States to improve its relations with Cuba.

The American State Department said it would continue to work with the Cuban government to ensure that the new bureaus operate in a manner consistent with American interests.
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Mississippi bans homosexual marriages

By Gita Hallard
Associated Press

JACKSON -- A federal court Friday blocked the state's ban on same-sex marriage, saying the law violates the Constitution's guarantees of equal protection and due process.

"This week's decision by Judge Carlton Haggerty in Jackson sets the stage for Mississippi to join the majority of other states that have already legalized same-sex marriage," said plaintiff Jennifer Moore, 26, who along with her partner, Kendra Cox, 27, had hoped to marry in the state.

The decision comes months after the Supreme Court's landmark ruling in Obergefell v. Hodges, which legalized same-sex marriage nationwide. It also comes as the Supreme Court is set to hear arguments in the case of Masterpiece Cakeshop v. Colorado Civil Rights Commission, which could narrow the scope of protections for LGBTQ rights.

In the Jackson case, Haggerty said the state's ban on same-sex marriage is unconstitutional because it treats same-sex couples differently than opposite-sex couples. He also said the ban violates the Constitution's equal protection clause by discriminating against same-sex couples.

The decision was a victory for Moore and Cox, who had sought a marriage license in Hinds County but were denied.

"Today is a great day for Mississippi and for our entire state," Moore said in a statement. "We are thrilled that Judge Haggerty has ruled in our favor and we look forward to the day when we can marry and start our lives together as a family."
Army sex scandal spreads to Germany

By Bobbie Davis
Source: The Des Moines Register

Zaire - The faces of the Zairian army in California Courtroom - a million dollars in camouflage caps and black boots.

The women in Germany accused the two instructors of indecent assault, cruelty and maltreatment of subordinates, the Army said in response to an inquiry Tuesday.

The training center offers a two-week course attended by all soldiers with the 23rd and 32nd Battalions, another unit around Darmstadt. About 30 students at a time undergo intensive training about the steps needed to become a REC, or a recruit, and find themselves naked with the other instructor in the barracks room of one of the instructors, the Army said.

One woman had consensual sex with one of the instructors, but was tired and went to sleep. She was wakened by him and was still half asleep when he went away.

The third suspect was ordered to find and interview two instructors on Dec. 27.

The women in Germany accused the two instructors of indecent assault, cruelty and maltreatment of subordinates, the Army said in response to an inquiry Tuesday.

The training center offers a two-week course attended by all soldiers with the 23rd and 32nd Battalions, another unit around Darmstadt. About 30 students at a time undergo intensive training about the steps needed to become a REC, or a recruit, and find themselves naked with the other instructor in the barracks room of one of the instructors, the Army said.

One woman had consensual sex with one of the instructors, but was tired and went to sleep. She was wakened by him and was still half asleep when he went away.

The third suspect was ordered to find and interview two instructors on Dec. 27.
Sports Briefs

PRO FOOTBALL
Cowboys’ Williams uses police and TV Station

DALLAS — Dallas Cowboys quarterback Tony Williams had a couple of headlines Wednesday as he tried to focus on preparing for Saturday’s NFC wild card game against the Philadelphia Eagles.

Williams, who was arrested and released Tuesday on a charge of driving while intoxicated, told reporters he was surprised to find out his image was on TV monitors in the Cowboys’ locker room.

“I just can’t believe it,” Williams said. “I’m going to have to do something about this.”

The Cowboys said they were aware of the situation but not of the police action.

Hawkeye Paré also took advantage of fifth year rule

By Tony Wilt

Today’s Daily Iowan

Although the Iowa State mascot is traditionally a horse, the school is expected to get a new horse after the old one was foiled.

The new horse, which will be named Leona, is expected to arrive in Iowa City next week.

The horse, a 10-year-old bay, was purchased by the university for $25,000.

The horse will be used for the annual Iowa State Fair parade in Des Moines.

Michigan State’s Malcom Clarkes (12) puts up a shot past Iowa’s Ryan Brown and Greg Helmers, right, in the first half at Michigan State University in East Lansing, Mich., Wednesday.

The 10 coolest people in sports

Millions of people inhabit this cranky, muddy world we like to call professional sports. There are exceptions, but most of them are less than perfect. The first seven on our list are zero to 100 percent cooler than the rest.

1. Michael Jordan

No. 23

Terry Wirt

Michael Jordan, no. 23, of the Chicago Bulls is the greatest basketball player ever. He has won six NBA championships and six MVP awards. He is also a great humanitarian and philanthropist.

2. Muhammad Ali

No. 3

Terry Wirt

Muhammad Ali was an American boxer and civil rights activist. He is known for his boxing skills and his social activism. He is also known for his cool demeanor and his love of social media.

3. Wayne Gretzky

No. 7

Terry Wirt

Wayne Gretzky is a Canadian hockey player who is considered one of the greatest players of all time. He has won five Stanley Cups and seven consecutive Art Ross Trophies as the NHL’s most valuable player.

4. Michael Phelps

No. 8

Terry Wirt

Michael Phelps is an American swimmer who is considered one of the greatest swimmers of all time. He has won 23 Olympic medals, including 18 gold medals.

5. Serena Williams

No. 10

Terry Wirt

Serena Williams is an American tennis player who is considered one of the greatest female tennis players of all time. She has won 23 grand slam singles titles and 39 doubles titles.

6. Cristiano Ronaldo

No. 17

Terry Wirt

Cristiano Ronaldo is a Portuguese professional footballer who plays as a forward for Manchester United and the Portugal national team. He is considered one of the greatest footballers of all time.

7. Roger Federer

No. 19

Terry Wirt

Roger Federer is a Swiss professional tennis player who is considered one of the greatest tennis players of all time. He has won 20 grand slam singles titles and 40 doubles titles.

8. LeBron James

No. 30

Terry Wirt

LeBron James is an American professional basketball player who plays as a small forward for the Los Angeles Lakers. He is considered one of the greatest basketball players of all time.

9. Tiger Woods

No. 50

Terry Wirt

Tiger Woods is an American professional golfer who is considered one of the greatest golfers of all time. He has won 15 major championships and 82 PGA Tour victories.

10. Kobe Bryant

No. 100

Terry Wirt

Kobe Bryant was an American professional basketball player who played for the Los Angeles Lakers. He is considered one of the greatest basketball players of all time.
NBA ROUNDUP

Hawks extend home winning streak to 20

ATLANTA — The Atlanta Hawks, led by Joe Barry, rode off a win at the buzzer Saturday and beat the Toronto Raptors 109-101 Wednesday night at Philips Arena in a 20th straight win at home.

The Hawks, who had their fifth in a row on the road, led 64-45 at the first quarter. Boston Celtics led by 57-39 at the first quarter. Despite the loss, the Hawks managed to close the game by 57-39 at the fourth quarter.

Barry made three of four and scored 15 points during the second half, during which the Hawks scored 32 points. The Toronto Raptors were defeated by 20 points.

MINNESOTA 94, DALLAS 90

Michael Jordan led the Minnesota Timberwolves with 26 points on 10 of 11 shooting, and the Timberwolves won their fourth straight game. Jordan scored 21 points in the third quarter, helping the Timberwolves pull away.

IOWA STATE 75, MICHIGAN 59

The Hawkeyes defeated the Wolverines 75-59 on Friday night at Carver-Hawkeye Arena. The Hawkeyes scored 25 points in the first half, while the Wolverines were held to 20.

“When you miss 19 of 39, it’s going to be pretty tough to win,” said Michigan head coach John Beilein. “I thought they played well tonight. They’re a good team.”
Sports

Figure skating grows in popularity

Local skaters have no rink to call their own

By Melanie Hartman The Daily Iowa

All this February, the U.S. Figure Skating Championships and the world championships in Dallas will lure skaters from around the country to Iowa City. Local skaters have no place to skate their sport.

Figure skating lessons in Iowa City had to be cancelled for the second year in a row because of the snowy weather. The Old Capital Figure Skating Association in Iowa City, professional and the nearest rink to Iowa City, announced they had cancelled the remainder of their season because the local school system, as well as some other area school systems, had cancelled classes. The association, which is a non-profit organization, has a membership of over 200 skaters from ages five to six years old.

``We have great hopes there will be a very good figure skating club in Iowa City over the next few years,''' said Jane Montgomery, vice-president of the Old Capital Figure Skating Association in Iowa City.

``I believe there are a lot of people interested in figure skating, but we need a facility to support it,''' said Montgomery.

``We have the talent and the interest there, but we just don't have the space for it,''' said Montgomery.

``I think the whole sport of skating is still evident locally,''' she said. ``It's a problem with the rink skating trend, but we just don't have the space for it.''
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PRO FOOTBALL
Agent Charles Haley expects to sign contract extension, not retire

DALLAS AP — Charles Haley’s doctors have recommended surgery for the biceps that he strained from football camps.

Next week, the agent for the Dallas Cowboys will meet with the team to help them get the surgery on Haley on the year's salary cap.

"We want to help the Cowboys in any way we can, and they should be able to get something done in the next day or two," Kurt Rife, the Cowboys’ head coach, told The Dallas Morning News.

"They have been patient with us and with the Dallas Cowboys," Rife said. ""If we need a last-minute surgery, then we’re in for a last-minute surgery, and if we need the help of the Cowboys, then we’re in for the help of the Cowboys.

"Loyalty is second on the NFL’s career scoring list, with 1,711 points. He needs 292 to pass George Bell.

"Young, 34, was a defensive back for the Jets for just the past two seasons.

BASEBALL
Bell lost $40,000 betting on sports

CRAIG (AP) — Albert Belle, the slugger whose career has been tainted by tempers, violence and fines, has admitted under oath that he recently lost as much as $40,000 gambling on sports.

Belle, who has been patient and worked with the Chicago Bulls and became football’s highest paid player by signing a $30 million, five-year contract with the Chicago White Sox in November, said Tuesday he bet on the pro football and college basketball.

He answered the questions about gambling during a six-hour deposition in a civil lawsuit related to a confrontation he had with Chicago police in January.

Belle’s lawyer, Joe Feliciano, said Wednesday his client did not gamble on baseball games.

"None of this stuff had to do with baseball," Feliciano said. "No evidence of it.
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He answered the questions about gambling during a six-hour deposition in a civil lawsuit related to a confrontation he had with Chicago police in January.

Belle’s lawyer, Joe Feliciano, said Wednesday his client did not gamble on baseball games.

"None of this stuff had to do with baseball," Feliciano said. "No evidence of it.
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Iowa football coach Hayden Fry on Alonzo Cunningham:

"I'm one of the few coaches in America on the college level that has never asked a young man to change his commitment. This young man called us and told us he had his grades in shape and all of his life he wanted to come to the University of Iowa and to compete in a completely different situation."

"We'll put him on defense in Deion's footsteps, again using him as a cornerback."

"The Iowa defense will play with its traditional 5-2 defense, rather than switching to the cornerstone 4-3 defense played by other teams."

"I'm one of the few coaches in America that if we were to lose three seniors off a team that we would be interested."

"Iowa football coach Hayden Fry on Alonzo Cunningham:"

"Some of the skill and leadership we've lost after the Hawkeyes' '97 recruits. The highly touted duo will be joining battle for Alonzo Cunningham."

"We actually challenged him to get his grades in shape and decided in a completely different situation."
Sure-to-be blockbusters shine in spring

By Greg Kirkling

Surecore brings the high-budget action movies, narratives deliver the Oscar prestige pictures, viewers miss the high-mood holiday celebration with more Oscar-worthy and spring go to...well, just plain old movies.

This year is no different. No studio has real hope for an Oscar for Best Picture this year. The result is three Oscar-worthy movies to look for. (All release dates are subject to change.)

"Jungle 2 Jungle" (March 12) - Tim Allen ("Toy Story") hasn't made a movie since his "Home Alone" made big bucks back in 1990, but he gets a chance to jump into a spring flick that has all the earmarks of a box-office winner.

With "Jungle 2 Jungle" pushed back until summer, the spring will need all the extra stars it can find (jared the guy). There are some of the other big-name movies to look for. (All release dates are subject to change.)


"Home Improvement" - The movie version of the hit ABC sitcom opens Friday at 207 E. Washington Street. The Daily Iowan Inside 207 E. Washington Street. The Daily Iowan Inside 207 E. Washington Street.

Musical options bloom as old favorites resurface

By Todd Pendleton

After a moderately lackluster winter, fans can expect a flood of new music this spring.


Faux fashion fervor springs season's sensational styles

By Megan Porter

Whether you wear it as a body, paint it on your nails, carry it on a purse or wallet or smile your face with it, no matter where you go in spring, synthetic Leopards are in style.

Synthetic sparkles

"Leopards are in style. They add a touch of fun to any outfit," said Terri Waltz, manager of Bag Work, 287 E. Washington Street.

"Leopards are in style. They add a touch of fun to any outfit," said Terri Waltz, manager of Bag Work, 287 E. Washington Street.

Some of the most popular trends this spring are flashy leopards (fake leather), with a realistic look and pattern in ablaze vinyl-like material. From black to banana, to leopard print and to leopard print and to leopard print, the synthetic animal will be bright and bold.

Some of the most popular trends this spring are flashy leopards (fake leather), with a realistic look and pattern in ablaze vinyl-like material. From black to banana, to leopard print and to leopard print and to leopard print, the synthetic animal will be bright and bold.
Now showing at a theater near you...

**Absolution Power** (R) - Clint Eastwood both stars and directs this political thriller, portraying a congressman faced with proving his own innocence amidst a disastrous sex scandal. Opens Friday at Regal Theater, 321 E. Washington St.

**The Kentucky and the Secret Garden** (PG) - From Dreamworks ("The Heavenly Nine") four-act Hungary does its trademark nasal honk for her character, a school teacher who is mistakenly brought to the fictional East-Slovetzia of Argentina during the dictatorship. Her hasty marriage results in a pregnancy, then a one-night stand that leads to "Star Wars" (Glenn Ford), a concert pianist who overcomes a mental breakdown. Opens Friday at Campus Theatres.

**Harry Potter: Special Edition** (PG-13) - The sitcom ends before the series of events that were present in the film. The characters are suddenly non-autistic. Close-up and old shots that were previously highlighted by the big screen, which with a great film has a beautiful voice TV. You can't watch this in a theater.

**No Country for Old Men** - The plot is simple, but the characters rise above the normal war-movie tones down thevoid "Evita" (Michael Douglas) puts the on-screen. Madonna's big movie. At Englert Theatre, Old Capitol Mall.

**White Eagle** (PG) - Nominated for Best Picture, this lightly satirical update of the story of David Belford (Geoffrey Rush), a recent graduate who enters criminal elements to produce music. Still, it's a hard sell for a film that's basically a straight-faced comedy. At Cinemas I at 8 pm.

**The Lost World: Jurassic Park** (PG) - The jump to light speed finally looks like a jumpy to light mod. That small moon finally looks like a space element this time. This is the big screen, which leads a strip to "Star Wars" that we've been watching on TV. Even the details that were present in the film are suddenly non-autistic. Close-up and old shots that were previously highlighted by the big screen, which with a great film has a beautiful voice TV. You can't watch this in a theater.

**Star Wars: Episode 1** - The film wanders carefully choreographed to let Eva truly come to life. Instead, look to Madonna's big movie. At Englert Theatre, Old Capitol Mall.

**The Secret Garden** (PG) - Open at $10.

**The Power of Love** (PG) - This powerful story of Ernest Hemingway as a young man features Chris O'Donnell, "The Client" and "The Player". The400; the secret garden. "Star Wars: The Robber" (Renee Zellweger) plays a Homecoming king and a Homecoming queen. The story of Ernest Hemingway as a young man features Chris O'Donnell, "The Client" and "The Player". The story of Ernest Hemingway as a young man features Chris O'Donnell, "The Client" and "The Player".

**Love and War** - This portrait of Hemingway as a young man features Chris O'Donnell, "The Client" and "The Player". The story of Ernest Hemingway as a young man features Chris O'Donnell, "The Client" and "The Player".

**The Lost World: Jurassic Park** (PG) - The jump to light speed finally looks like a jumpy to light mod. That small moon finally looks like a space element this time. This is the big screen, which leads a strip to "Star Wars" that we've been watching on TV. Even the details that were present in the film are suddenly non-autistic. Close-up and old shots that were previously highlighted by the big screen, which with a great film has a beautiful voice TV. You can't watch this in a theater.

Adapted from the stage version and written by Claire Chalmers, directed by Mary Beth Easyak, one of the last songs from the last show that we've been watching on TV. Even the details that were present in the film are suddenly non-autistic. Close-up and old shots that were previously highlighted by the big screen, which with a great film has a beautiful voice TV. You can't watch this in a theater.
**Arts & Entertainment**

**Things to look forward to in the coming months**

By Katharine Horowitz

There will be no "dazzlements of the Big Apple or the hustling streets of San Francisco, but Iowa City will still hold you over for a quick, yet spritful bite between classes. For instance, if you want a really great sandwich in this town, try the Bread & Puppet Bakery & Café, 214 S. Clinton St. It’s good food and they can even make it to order.

The Academy Awards nominees Final Answer: some interesting things.

Best Picture ("Wipeout") and "Serenity"

Best Actor: Kevin Spacey

Best Actress: Frances Mcdormand was nominated for Miss America’s pageant. If they win, she will have the chance to compete for the Miss America title. If they lose, they will be treated to a special" show. It’s all about following dreams.

Best Costumes: The beauty and the beast.

Best Editing: The Big Apple or the hustling streets of San Francisco...
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**News Briefs**

**KRLU's top 10**

Here’s the top of the list of the top 10 plays on KRLU 97.7 FM.

1. Llemmone
2. "Viral" by I Love You, Now
3. "Two" by Apache Tears
4. "Built to Spill" by Built to Spill
5. "Desiree" by David Bowie
6. "Dead Man Walking" by Billy & Thunder
7. "Possible Mighty Bubonic" by The Rascal Rag
8. "Whipple" by "What You Want"
9. "Penman, "Stewo"
10. "3-Whisper" by "Jebbo Suicide"

**Nielsen**

NEW YORK (AP) — It may not rival the Nielsen Top 10 list, but CBS’s increasingly strong Sunday night lineup was a big boost for the network in a tight race with ABC.

Three programs aired by CBS on Sunday night finished among last week’s top 10 rated shows — just one of the rare successful Thursday night live shows. Nielsen Media Research said CBS’s "4C" — The Daily — and finished seventh for the seventh time in a row.

"4C" — The Daily nightline by CBS on Sunday night was second, followed by "CBS Evening News" by ABC’s "Daniel," which was third, "The Late Show" by CBS’s "Touch’d by an Angel" — the only show that made it to the list.

"4C" — The Daily continued to dominate the broadcast network news ratings. CBS was second, followed by "ABC News Nightline" in fourth and "CBS Evening News" in fifth.

CBS’s "Touch’d by an Angel" — the only show that made it to the list.

"4C" — The Daily nightline by CBS on Sunday night was second, followed by "CBS Evening News" by ABC’s "Daniel," which was third, "The Late Show" by CBS’s "Touch’d by an Angel" — the only show that made it to the list.

**FASHION**
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in Bakersfield, the free-way-out-of-weather comedy that has been on
the road late this spring.

"The Devil's Own" (Spring) - Still the topic of a murder trial, two
members of the IRA are forced to flee to the United States. The film,
directed by Alan Taylor, stars Michael Douglas and Sean Penn, who
played a Brooklyn Irish gangster in Taylor's last film, "He interv -
ning in a relationship with a

"The必要的皮肤" (February) - In a new film by Scott Barnes, a
woman with a rare skin condition is forced to make a difficult
decision.

"The Necessary Skin" (February) - After being diagnosed with a
rare skin condition, a woman must decide whether to undergo a
difficult operation.

TELEVISION
Continued from Page 3C
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Event: "Pierrot Le Fou" in Room Cocktail Valentine Crazy ganza

Bijou Restaurant and Bar, 300 E. Washington St. Doors will open at 9 p.m.
Low Gravity Band will play with special guests Matchbook Shannon and Stubby at Gabe's. Doors will open at 9 p.m.

Wander Kurland will perform at The Mill Restaurant, 120 E. Burlington St., at 9 p.m.

Theater: Chris Chaffin's "Why We Have A Body" will be performed at Theatre Cedar Rapids in Room Bachelor University Building at 3 p.m. for general admission, $1 for students and senior citizens.
"The Woman in Black": a play about a young solicitor who hires an artist to help him replicate a terrifying encounter with women in black, will be performed at Blimpie/Uncommon Grounds from 9-11:45 p.m. Tickets are $15.
Ben Wilson will perform at The Great Midwest Ice Cream Co. in Room ACDT at 6:30 p.m. in celebration of St. Patrick's Day. Admission is $1 for students and senior citizens.

Tuesday: "Hansel and Gretel" will be performed at Theatre Cedar Rapids in Room Bachelor University Building at 7 p.m. The performance will be free and open to the public.

Wednesday: "The Woman in Black" will be performed at Theatre Cedar Rapids in Room Bachelor University Building at 9 p.m. Tickets are $13 for students and senior citizens.

Friday: "The Woodblock Prints of Shijyosyo Kasumiyo: Famous Stories," a collection of the famous ukiyo-e artist, was on display at the UI Museum of Art through March 23.

Saturday: "What We Have A Body" will be performed at Theatre Cedar Rapids in Room Bachelor University Building at 9 p.m. Tickets are $13 for students and senior citizens.

Sunday: "Why We Have A Body" will be performed at Theatre Cedar Rapids in Room Bachelor University Building at 9 p.m. Tickets are $13 for students and senior citizens.

ARTS CALENDAR BLANK

Event: "The Women in Black" will be performed at Theatre Cedar Rapids in Room Bachelor University Building at 9 p.m. Tickets are $13 for students and senior citizens.

Event description (as much detail as possible):

Where: Theatre Cedar Rapids
When: 9 p.m.
Admission: Contact presenter/phone